
ORGANIC
COTTON/COTTON
Cotton is a robust fabric, washes well and will last
you a long time.  A great consideration if you're
planning on using reusable nappies for several
babies over many years.  Organic cotton is the best
eco-friendly, sustainable option because it uses less
water than conventional cotton, is pesticide free,
and helps farmers feed their families. Organic
farmers always grow other crops alongside their
cotton and these crops can provide farming families
and their communities with abundant food supply
and another vital source of income.

WHICH
FABRICATION

SHOULD I CHOOSE?

BAMBOO
Bamboo is an extremely absorbent fabric, quoted

to be up to 40% more absorbent than cotton which
means the nappy itself is less 'bulky. Longevity may

be slightly less than cotton, but with care taken in
washing, can still last a couple of babies.  It is

worth noting that no bamboo fabric can be
organic.  All bamboo fibre organic standard fails

during the manufacturing process. However,
LittleLamb only use bamboo fibre that comes with
the OEKO-TEX® certification, which is as close to

organic as bamboo can get!

MICROFIBRE
These are the ultimate fast drying nappies,
and are designed for when drying space
and time are limited.  Microfibre do need to
be changed more often to stop the chance
of leaks, however, they dry quickly so a
large quantity is not a requirement.  The
nature of microfibre means the nappy is
slightly more bulky than both cotton and
bamboo options.

WILL I NEED A
NAPPY WRAP?

In a word, yes.  Nappy wraps make up the
waterproof element of this nappy system. 
 Littlelamb bamboo, cotton and microfibre

nappies are designed to fit perfectly inside
Littlelamb wraps, as well as other brands

of real nappies so a fantastic all-round
solution.  

https://www.natureslittleones.com/collections/littlelamb-reusable-nappies-and-wipes/products/littlelamb-bamboo-reusable-nappy
https://www.natureslittleones.com/collections/littlelamb


Made from ultra-soft microfleece, LittleLamb washable fleecy liners will save
you both time and money.  Placed between baby and the nappy, these liners
catch solids for easy disposal down the toilet, whilst letting the wee pass
through to be absorbed by the nappy.  As microfleece is an extruded filament,
nothing really sticks to it and therefore solids are easy to dispose of.

Littlelamb disposable liners are designed to be placed in the nappy next to
baby's skin.  The nappy will draw any moisture through the liner but it will stop
the solids.  When you change baby's dirty nappy, remove the liner and bag and
bin it - do not flush!

These liners can be used with any of the LittleLamb nappy systems, (one size
pocket nappies, sized pocket nappies, organic cotton, bamboo or microfiber
nappies).

26%

As the nappy holds no absorption itself, these are an essential layer of bamboo
or organic cotton fabric that absorbs all the liquid.  Place one or two of the
boosters between the nappy and the wrap to extend the absorption capability.  

If you find that 2 boosters is not absorbent enough for night times, an additional
booster can be used on top of the fleece next to baby's bottom.

When using the LittleLamb pocket nappy system, the 'pocket' between the
waterproof outside fabric and the fleece inside fabric is where the boosters are
placed.

BOOSTERS AND
LINERS

WASHABLE FLEECY / DISPOSBALE
LINERS

BAMBOO / ORGANIC COTTON
BOOSTERS

https://www.natureslittleones.com/collections/littlelamb-boosters-liners/products/littlelamb-washable-fleecy-reusable-nappy-liners
https://www.natureslittleones.com/collections/boosters-liners/products/littlelamb-triple-thickness-bamboo-boosters-5-pack
https://www.natureslittleones.com/collections/boosters-liners/products/littlelamb-disposable-nappy-liners
https://www.natureslittleones.com/collections/littlelamb


One Nappy, Multiple Sizes:  The sizing is changed by popping together
the poppers meaning this nappy can take your baby from birth to potty.

1) Use the poppers below the ones for the waist fastening (2 rows of 3
poppers) to adjust the height of the nappy to suit babies size.
2) Insert booster into pocket of the nappy.  Add a liner (optional).
3) Fasten nappy on baby ensuring that when it is done up you can run a
finger along the leg seam.

*You will need size 2 boosters to fit the one-size pocket nappies.  2 double
thickness bamboo boosters are included with each nappy.

CHANGING

When changing your baby you have to dispose of the poo - do not place a
nappy full of poo into your bucket or wet bag.  If you are using a washable
liner and it's soiled, hold it firmly over the toilet and stretch it to release any
solids into the toilet.  If it is a runny poo, hold the liner in the toilet and flush,
whilst rubbing it with a toilet brush - but ensure the nappy bucket/bag is
close or you will drip water over the floor.  The LittleLamb hanging nappy pail
would be perfect for this.  If you are using a disposable liner, dispose of the
liner into the bin.

Make sure there are no gaps at each side by the leg opening and the
boosters have not bunched together, otherwise the liquid will miss the
boosters and may not be absorbed, leading to a leak.  Nappies should sit in
the ‘knicker-line’.

Our recommendation would be that you wash every 2 days.  Warm water (40
degrees) with non-bio detergent, no fabric softener and absolutely no bleach.
Boosters should be removed from the nappy pocket for washing and drying.  

Dry on a washing line or tumble dry on a low heat.  Tumble drying is fine, but if
you want your nappies to last subsequent babies, or if you plan to resell your
nappies after use then line drying is recommended to extend the life of the
nappies.

ONE-SIZE POCKET
NAPPY

should fit most babies from birth

HOW DO THEY WORK?

WASHING AND CARE

https://www.natureslittleones.com/collections/reusable-nappies-and-wipes
https://www.natureslittleones.com/collections/littlelamb


LittleLamb bamboo, (organic) cotton and microfibre nappies are
designed to fit perfectly inside LittleLamb nappy wraps.  The wraps also
fit other nappy brands too!

The nappy wrap is the waterproof aspect of the LittleLamb nappy system. 

Super soft polyester is used and a urethane film is bonded to the inside of
the wrap.  They are pressed together, and as they are round there are still
gaps in between big enough to let air molecules pass through but small
enough to stop all the larger fluid molecules.

Customer feedback suggests that with the new improved LittleLamb wrap
you will need one wrap for every three nappy changes unless it's soiled
with poo.  LittleLamb recommend you don't use the same wrap for more than
twelve hours so always use a fresh wrap before bedtime.

For peace-of-mind, LittleLamb forensically test the wraps.  They are
hypoallergenic, chemically inert, and fully conform to the E.U. REACH
regulations for dyestuffs.  All the components used next to baby's immature
skin pass the OEKO-TEX® standard 100 tests for garments.

SIZES

Size 1 for Newborn - 9 months (7lb-20lbs, 3kgs-9kgs) 
Size 2 for 9 months - potty (20-38lbs, 9kgs-17kgs) 
Size 3 for 35lbs+/17kgs+

REUSABLE NAPPY
WRAPS

You don't need a nappy wrap for the one-size or sized pocket nappies

HOW DO THEY WORK?

https://www.natureslittleones.com/collections/reusable-nappies-and-wipes
https://www.natureslittleones.com/

